Integrating T cell metabolism in cancer immunotherapy.
Activation and maintenance of the T cell response occurs concurrently with metabolic reprogramming. This ensures the T cell response is supported by sufficient energy and substrates necessary for cell survival, growth and proliferation. Different metabolic programs are associated with differentiation into different cell subsets, effector function and development of long-lasting memory. This provides an opportunity to improve the T cell response through manipulation of metabolism, which is instrumental to ameliorate the current protocols for cancer immunotherapy. Using drugs and molecules targeting selective metabolic pathways it is now possible to generate T cells that can mount a durable and stable anti-tumor response. On the other hand, cancer cells can take advantage of the metabolic requirements of T cells to evade the immune response. In this brief review we discuss recent findings of T cell metabolism in quiescence and activation, how the tumor microenvironment can affect T cell metabolism, and how T cell metabolism can be manipulated to improve the T cell response to tumors.